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Abstract  

Trojan attacks are the most common and serious threat to network users. It is a program that 

appears to be useful program but actually harmful one. It is difficult to detect Trojan attacks 

because it uses special techniques to conceal its activities from antiviruses and users. Thus, this 

research intends to retrieve and investigate of Trojan attacks on the network using digital forensic 

tools namely Wireshark, FTK Imager and Volatility. Two types of Trojan attacks called Remote 

Access Trojan (RAT) and HTTP Trojan (HT) are created and experimented in this research. These 

Trojans are sent to the targeted computer in the network through email. Wireshark is used to 

capture the network packets and then analyze the suspicious packets. FTK Imager is used to 

capture RAM data on targeted computer. Volatility is used to analyze the captured RAM data and 

extract suspicious process.  This suspicious process is dumped into file and scanned using the 

Avast antivirus to check whether this process is running Trojan or otherwise. This research may 

benefit and contribute to the computer security and forensic domain.  It can be extends to 

investigate other Trojan attacks such as Zeus, SubSeven or Back Orifice by using the same digital 

forensic tools. 
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Introduction  

The Trojan attack (Trojan) is one of the most notorious malware attacks(Al-Saadoon & Al-Bayatti, 

2011). It is a program in which malicious code is contained inside the harmless program in such 

way that can control and cause some damage on the computer system (Al-Saadoon & Al-Bayatti, 

2011). Trojan can cause massive harm to the computer system and can also crash computer system. 

Mostly, Trojan infected the computer via the acts of downloading software, movie or 

music from unknown websites or an email attachment (Garcia, Reilly & Shorter, 2003). 

Trojan operates by hiding itself inside a useful software program(Al-Saadoon & Al-Bayatti, 2011). 

Once it is installed or executed in the system, Trojan begins its work by infecting different files in 

the computer. The user will notice that the computer has becoming slower and a window pop up 

may suddenly appears on the desktop(Al-Saadoon & Al-Bayatti, 2011). This phenomenon happens 

because of Trojan has already spread its virus to the computer’s user. Later, this would cause their 

computer to crash and the computer is eventually no longer usable. Trojan also capable of stealing 

crucial information from the user’s computer(Kumar, Upadhyay& Kumar, 2012).  

 

Related Works 

The analyzing a Trojan attack is tricky and crucial. It must include forensics analysis processes. 

Thus, Podile, Gottumukkala, & Pendyala (2015) highlight that forensic analysis is important for 
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cases such as the analyzing of bank customer’s computer that has been infected with Trojan. 

Forensic analysis may use FTK imager (FTK) and Digital Evidence Forensic Toolkit (DEFT) to 

collect evidence on registry files, internet history and events log files from the infected bank 

customer computer. Other than that, Volatility is also used to analyze RAM dump on infected 

machine. 

 

Heriyanto (2012) performed forensic analysis to find and collect the evidence from Trojan banking 

malware for instance Cridex, Zeus and SpyEye. The tools that were used are Volatility and 

Wireshark. Volatility is used to seek the existence of Cridex and Zeus on the virtual machine while 

Wireshark is used to examine and capture the network traffic on Cridex, Zeus and SpyEye for 

evidence.  

 

Analysis and Results 

The result obtained from the analysis, which has been carried out are as follow: 

 

i. Network Forensic Investigation 

Network forensic performs analysis on network activities by collecting information associated 

with illegal activities(Xrysanthou& Apostolakis, 2006). Wireshark was used to captures network 

packet and analyses suspicious Trojan packet on the network. 

 

Figure 1 and Figure 2 showed the results based on Wireshark after a RAT and HTTP Trojan attack 

on victim’s laptop. There was communication between attacker’s laptop and victim’s laptop when 

we filtered using the IP addresses 192.168.0.103 (attacker) and 192.168.0.100 (victim). This means 

that both attacks have already infiltrated the victim’s. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Packet captured after RAT attack 
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Figure 2 Packet captured after HTTP Trojan attack 

ii. Memory Forensics Investigation 

Memory forensic performs analysis on memory image taken from the victim’s running computer 

(Sindhu &Meshram, 2012). Memory forensic is important in the investigation because it helps in 

extracting forensic artifacts from victim’s computer’s memory like network connection, running 

process and loaded module. Two memory forensic tools that was used to detect Trojan attacks are 

FTK Imager and Volatility. 

 

Figure 3 and 4 showed the FTK imager has successfully captured RAM data on victim’s laptop.   

 

 
 

Figure 3 Successfully capture RAM data after RAT attack 
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Figure 4 Successfully capture RAM data after HTTP Trojan attack 

The memory files were saved as infectedBeast.mem for RAT and infectedHTTP.mem for HT. 

Once the RAM data has been captured, Volatility was used to perform memory forensic on the 

captured RAM data. Volatility analyzed the captured RAM data and extracted suspicious process 

from RAM data. Netscan plugin was used to extract information about the network connection 

held from and to the system with details included. Figure 5 showed the output of netscan plugin 

using the command “vol.py --profile=Win7SP0x86 netscan –f infectedBeast.mem” and Figure 6 

showed the output of netscan plugin using the command “vol.py --profile=Win7SP0x86 netscan –

f infectedHTTP.mem”.  

 

 
 

Figure 5 List of network connection extracted from infectedBeast memory 

 

 
 

Figure 6 List of network connection extracted from infectedHTTP memory 
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Figure 7 List of hidden process extracted from infectedBeast memory 

 

There was an active network connection between IP address 192.168.0.100 and 192.168.0.103 on 

victim’s laptop. Network connection to the IP address 192.168.0.103 was made by the PID 2432 

and the process that was associated with PID 2432 is beastserver.ex. PID 2432 was used as a cover 

process for some hidden processes which are being carried out on the victim’s laptop. Figure 7 

showed the output of psscan plugin using the command “vol.py --profile=Win7SP0x86 psscan –f 

infectedBeast.mem”. 
 

It showed that one of the processes beastserver.ex with the PID 2432 looked suspicious because 

the beastserver’s extension was different from the other processes’ extension whereas the other 

processes had the same .exe extension. These suspicious beastserver.ex process was dumped into 

files and was scanned using Avast antivirus to confirm that it is Remote Access Trojan (RAT). 

The result exhibited that Avast antivirus detected beastserver.ex process as Win32:BeastDoor-AA 

[Trj]. RAT used beastserver.ex process to hide it activity on victim’s laptop so that victim cannot 

detect its present. 

 

 
 

Figure 8 List of hidden process extracted from infectedHTTP memory 

The result showed that there was no active network connection detected between IP address 

192.168.0.100 and IP address 192.168.0.103 on the victim’s laptop. Based on Figure 8, the 

HTTPSERVER.EXE process was running on victim’s system but the source and destination IP 

address is 0.0.0.0. Figure 8 showed the output of psscan plugin using the command “vol.py --

profile=Win7SP0x86 psscan –f infectedHTTP.mem”.  
 

It showed that HTTPSERVER.EXE process with the PID 1180 looks suspicious. This suspicious 

HTTPSERVER.EXE process had been dumped into files and was scanned using Avast antivirus 

to confirm that whether this process is a HTTP RAT. The result showed that Avast antivirus was 

unable to detect the HTTPSERVER.EXE process as a HTTP Trojan. This Trojan was considered 

dangerous because it uses a special technique to make their detection more difficult. Table 1 

showed the result obtained from the Avast antivirus scanning. 
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Table 1 Avast Scanning Result 

Trojan Process ID Dumped file Avast antivirus 

RAT beastserver.ex              2432 2432.dmp Win32:BeastDoor-AA[Trj] 

HTTP 

Trojan 
HTTPSERVER.EXE   1180 1180.dmp No thread found 

 

Conclusion 

This research seeks to explain the importance of network forensic and memory forensic 

investigations on Trojan malware incidents. It has achieved its objectives to retrieve and 

investigate the evidence of Trojan attack using digital forensic tool like Wireshark, FTK Imager 

and Volatility. Based on the research results, it can be concluded that Wireshark is very useful in 

an investigation because it successfully detects both a RAT attack and a HTTP Trojan attack on 

the network. Volatility is a very powerful memory forensic tool that contains a great set of features 

and options which can help in detecting a Trojan attack. Volatility along with FTK Imager can be 

considered as a great memory forensic duo when performing an investigation of a Trojan attack. 

Both FTK Imager and Volatility can detect a RAT attack while the HTTP Trojan is quite difficult 

to be detected because Volatility cannot detect the communication between the IP address of the 

attacker and the IP address of the victim. It only shows the processes that are running on the 

victim’s. 
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